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AN OPEN LETTER
1 December 2015
RACISM IN THE OAC MUST FALI
As long ds race ('whiteness')remoins o deftning feature ol the profiles in the OAC top executive, it
connot be expeded of an entity such as The FORUM to acquiesce and look the other way, The OAC

in the year 2075 olso continues to be home to three finite worlds divided along racial lines, with
no deliberote programme(s) in place to deol with its abominoble segregoted oportheid posL Holf
racist, hall lree the OAC cannot expect to prosper and grow in a world where such o disposition is
regarded as a crime against humanity.

Pursuant

to our open letters of

20L50819, 20L5L221 and 20160309, but more particularly the

it encountered at Head Office, The FORUM once again
deems it astute and morally incumbent to address the OAC leadership on an issue that is so
deafening silence and the apparent disdain

profoundly central to the future well-being of the Church. Administrative reform - the elephant in
the room whose presence the OAC top management apparently resolutely refuse to acknowledge.
As stated before, the goal of The FORUM is: 'moving the OAC

to o poiiti,on where it can grow

institutionolly ond ensure thot its odministration is brought into line with the democratic values and
best proctices of governance in the modern ere'.

It is no secret, nor an insult, to assert here that the OAC of 2016 lacks the necessary bold and
visionary leadership acumen that is required to enable the Church to snap out of its traditional
a

uthoritaria n apartheid' oriented admi nistrative dispensation.

Racism

lf the dots were to be connected backwards, in order to trace the reasons for the apparent inability

of the OAC to embark on the long overdue process of administrative reform, the search invariably
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stumbles at the altar of a prevailing racist approach to managing the affairs of the Church - all the
levers of administrative (executive) power are still firmly lodged in the hands of a 'cabal' of white

to prove beyond any reasonable doubt that they are committed to liberating
the OAC from the last vestiges of its apartheid past. Therefore, the argument that there are more
'non-white' apostles than 'whites' has to be discarded as a subterfuge, because essentially they are
males who have yet

no more than paper tigers as far as executive power is concerned.
The OAC (members/congregations) have yet to address the issue of racism in the church. They still
have to do what all other churches in South Africa with similar character traits had to do since the

fall of apartheid - recognizing the racial demons in their DNA and effectively deal with it. Sadly, it
would appear as if the current generation of ageing OAC leaders continue to misread the
unmistakable signs of a rapidly changing world order around them as far as governance
(administration) is concerned.
Therefore, the profound question: ls the 'mighty' OAC leadership immune to the possible emergence
of a #OacRacismMustFall# action from within? Of course not; it is a sitting duck . How and where
will the numbers come from? Well, the sons and daughters of OAC leaders and members, who

went to college and are now ready to assume responsibility, could mount such a movement to
redress what their parents (leaders) have willfully neglected to do.
Racism has been declared a crime against humanity. Therefore, if the leadership appear loathe to
deal with this riminal and blasphemous issue (if not idol), the OAC has to be called out on this

violation of human rights and a universal constitutional principle.

Constitutional reform
i

The OAC requires a brand new constitution. One that must be the product of a CODESA type of
forum and ultimately approved and adopted by a fully representative congress comprising delegates

from all congregations and regions.

with its nauseating apartheid past, should provide a unique opportunity for the OAC to
craft the kind of constitution that will immensely facilitate and benefit the apostolic mission of the
Church. A re-alignment of the balance of powers between Head Office and congregations, will also
unleash new energies and vistas, so long awaited and prophesied about by many who have gone
Breaking

before us.

to its members/congregations and not a distant cold Head Office, seemingly
a phalanx of well-paid (and apparently untouchable) senior officers.

The OAC belongs

captured

by

Members/congregations collectively,

the very womb from which all gffiters spring, are better

equipped to deal with local issues. As in politics, all issues in church adminisfiation are also local.
Over time, the OAC community has also become a vast repository of highly skilled members, which
obviate the need to import expertise from outside.
Dialogue
A pervasive healthy dialogue about matters policy and administration is what's missing in the OAC.
Current top management can only sustain their cosy and seemingly unassailable citadel while
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members/congregations are constitutionally barred from the formal admin discourse in the Church.
Change the equation, and the discussion

will be about a different brand of

OAC administration

Judging by the growing number of enquiries The FORUM receive from members/congregations far

and wide about the prospects of initiating a wider forum (or even a blogspot) where ideas and
concerns could be exchanged, not only arnong members but also congregations and regions, this
development clearly signals that the literature published by The FORUM is being read and
consequently generating an appetite for dialogue and commensurate action.
The ideal is for members to organize themselves locally into discussion groups, which could gradually

link up with other groups to ultimately form one big happy family of 'better informed' OAC
members. lt also has the potential of forging closer relatiohships arnong memberVcongregations.
However, love for the OAC and its peaceful existence should always be the guiding principle in this
endeavour to transform the administration of the Church so that it can honestly aspire to be that
'shining city on the hill'.
Safeguarding of church assets

The most serious charge against the current leadership of the OAC is the continued deliberate
exclusion of members/congregations {the real church) from the administration of the affairs
(monies, real estate and social issues) of their own church, while a handful of lucratively salaried
senior church officers wield unbridled power and are accountable only to themselves. The usual
checks and balances (fully representative oversight authority, external auditing, accountability, etc.,)
expected of institutions managing public funds are absent. Worst, is the fact that they also
determine and write out their own pay checks and the associated perks. Members/congregations
have'been reduced to the role of pliable cash-cows and hapless spectators to the administration of
their own church. The leaders seem to be untouchable in their self-styled 'heaven' on earth.

to be accepted and obeyed
unconditionally. Officers holding a different opinion invariably run the risk of being defrocked,

According

to the Order of the

Church, instructions from above are

without recourse to appeal. Congregations have no rights or say over domestic affairs (own funds)
and are subjected to the will of an Elder or his prot6g6, a priest appointed by him as chairperson not elected by the congregation and therefore not beholden to them for anything. The dilemma
with this arrangement is: whose interests do they serve - congregation or Head Office? Freedom of
expression in the OAC is a taboo which is (fortunately for dissenters) becoming ever more difficult
to enforce, especially in view of the changing political climate in the country.

now, is fcji'peaceful and orderly
to grow and develop.to its full potential to truly

administrative reform in order to allow the OAC
fulfilting its apostolic mission in the world of today.
Quality control

How secure are the absets of the OAC and do members/congregations get the 'most bang for their
bucks'? Are executive positions at Head Office filled by the best human material available? How

about having a look at the sizable wage bill for top management, tenders and contracts, as well as
an apparent uncapped budget for OAC lawyers?
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trait among most OAC members (and officers outside of Head Office) seems to be one of
'Head Office knows best', and therefore apparently all the more reason why The FORUM should be
regarded as the enemy by calling for reform. However, the nature and clamour of the responses
received by The FORUM from throughout the OAC, seem to suggest that there is a discernible
turning of the tide. Just like lsrael of Old Testament times, they also live in a land shared by many
other 'nations' (churches) where respect for human rights and democracy, as well as a corruptionfree dispensation, is the order of the day.

A common

to be accorded the right to have a say over their own
affairs, it becomes imperative to interrogate the management style, competency and practices of
the current authoritarian OAC management regime to ascertain how the affairs of the Church are
Since OAC members/congregations have yet

being conducted and whether the executive and other officials at Head Office have the best interests

of the OAC at heart. The tone, tenor and performance of senior OAC officers under scrutiny in a
court of law not so long ago, for example, is reason enough to propose this kind of inquiry (relevant
extracts from official court records attached hereto, by way of illustration). The multi-billion OAC
empire deserves a better official face.
Accountability
As indicated in previous papers, disturbing developments at the Western Cape Regional Head Office

over the last five years provide the basis for such concern. Serious allegations of fraudulent actions
by certain senior officers regarding OAC real estate and financial portfoliot as well as admin

impropriety at junior staff level, were dragged into the public domain via the news media. The
subsequent report of the findings by a Commission of lnquiry, comprising apostles from other parts
of the country, into these irregularities, have yet to be disclosed to the Church
(members/congregations). Contrarily, the apostle who was the subject of the inquiry has since been
elevated to the ultimate powerful position of head of the Apostolate. Who guards the guard?
At issue were, inter alia:

r
o
o
o
o

Fraudulent alienation of church real estate at below market value for personal gain
Embezzlement of funds undetected by internal Head Office structures

lrregularities pertaining to the burial fund
Questionable aspects regarding the tender processes and related contractual arrangements
Not releasing the report of the Commission of lnquiry.

These are all serious allegations/charges which in a corruption-free environment would have had
grave conseguences for the persons involved. Senior officials/officers havd'been exposed. To date,

the persons in question have yet to be taken to task and membersf congregations apprised of such
developments. And this is but one more reason why members/congregations have to be part of a
regional and national oversight body to safeguard the OAC against the vagaries of greed and
corruption.
Members/congregations have an inalienable right to be kept informed of these developments. And
Head Office and top management incumbent to do so, because that is what they get paid for.

,
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,oAC capture'

With members/congregations deliberately excluded from the formal administrative processes of '
their own church, as well as the perceived impunity with which Head Office rules the roost, it may
not be far-fetched to regard this state of affairs as a classic case of "capture" of the administration of
the Church by a ruthless executive, which until now has displayed no wish or interest to allow for a
more democratic approach to governance. Conferences, major finance meetings and other policy
making forums are the exclusive domain for senior officers. Not even anointed officers such as
priests are privy to access such meetings. Which begs the question: if the OAC apostles are so
consumed by keeping the current toxic administration intact, how much time is left in their day to
attend to their spiritual calling? Hence, the oft repeated lament by concerned members {and nonpaid officers) : 'is the OAC still a church, or has it become a business'?
However, it should always be borne in mind that the OAC is a public institution, dealing with public

(trust) funds, and is tax exempted. lt is not only a multi-billion financial empire, but also one of the
largest land barons of church real estate in the country. Accountability to members/congregations,
the one virtue the current leadership have yet to acquire and respect, therefore, becomes nonnegotiable and inviolable when top management is implored to do 'the right thing'.
The required turn-around strategy for bringing the OAC back into the civilized domain of church
administration, essentially has to start with constitutional reform. The current constitution which
excludes members,/congregation from the administrative processes in the Church, needs a complete
overhaul. Congregations have no formal authority over "own affairs", let alone "general affairs" by
way of regional or national conferences. Yet, there was a time (pre 1972) when congregations had
control over their finances and local administration. Over time, they have been systematically
stripped of these powers by a top management who turned salaried positions in the Church into a
lucrative career path for a 'chosen'few.
Not anti-OAC

The stated position of The FORUM is not an anti-OAC one. lt is a clarion call to alert top
management, inter alia, about the prevailing mood among a sizable constituency within the Church,
which is yearning for a better tomorrow.
ln a more democratic OAC administration, the current course of action by The FORUM would have
been part of the normal discourse in a society as diverse as the OAC. As the OAC hopefully surges
toward a more equitable governance model, the FORUM will be gradually assimilated into the new
body politic. After all, The FORUM is no formal structure; it is merely b'.Voice speaking to the
conscience of the Church and its leadership.

As indicated before, relevant documental evidence exists to back up many of the incidents
highlighted in previous FORUM papers. ln a spirit of goodwill and co-operation, it is deemed
prudent to allow Head Office to first show a willingness to take seriously the plight of dissenting
voices. Failing which, there would be ample cause for opening up the Pandora's Box of the 'reading
material' in question.
The logical and sagest response by Head Office to ward off a possible tsunamiof protests in the OAC,

would be to allow and facilitate the development of a culture of healthy dialogue among members/
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congregations regarding topical issues. And the best time to start is right now, while there is still
relative peace in the valley.
ln decline
raised these days among members (and some
long standing in the OAC, is that the once mighty Church is on the decline in

A common concern which seems
non-paid officers) of

to be increasingly

stature, as borne out by a perceived steady decrease not only in numbers, but also its traditional
venerable spiritual/prophetic prowess.
The FORUM has until now primarily focused on the temporal side of the OAC, because that is the
Achilles heel that seerns to account considerably for the perceived retrogression referred to above.
The OAC of today appears to be a church where the apostles seem more obsessed with the cash
register, buitding construction sites and a royal remuneration package, than the sacred injunction of
preaching the gospel, dispensing the third sacrament and performing the kind of miracles their
biblical forebears demonstrated (walking Jerusalem just like John). Their (and the OAC) credibility is
at stake, thereby undermining most of the hard work lowly brothers and sisters diligently put in on

Monday and Thursday evenings in their fields of testimony. Therefore, the body (administration)
needs to be detoxed and reconditioned first in order to allow the spiritual dimension to come into
its own.
The OAC in 2016, and the immediate future, is confronted by the challenge of a generational change
as far as its senior leadership is concerned. While the natural side (admin) can be fixed at any stage,

the dilemma for the OAC is domiciled in the spiritual realm where the institutional memory is on a
steep decline as the ranks of the old guard are rapidly being depleted by frail age and death. To the
OAC'3 detriment, the importance of the establishment of a formal in-house training capability and
facilities never seemed to have occurred to Head Office. Even in Old Testament times there had
been schools for budding prophets and other ranks of the clergy, but the super wealthy OAC of the
space age era have none. What an indictment!!!
Take back our church

The realm of apostolic churches in the country in 2016, is a far cry from the early days of the 20h

century. Unless the OAC leadership of the day seize the initiative to lead the reform process that is
required in the OAC, memberslcongregations might have little choice but to 'take back their
Church'.

W Blouws
Chair: The FORUM
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